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Proposed Regulatory Framework Model - Licensee Feedback 
25/2/2015 

Self-Insurance Regulatory Model 
Principles  

It is encouraging to see the SRCC embracing change to the 
Regulatory Framework.  Licensees strongly support the 
regulatory principles and recommend that they underpin all 
action and decisions undertaken by Comcare and the SRCC.   
It would be beneficial if the SRCC developed some guiding 
behaviours that assist to translate the principles into action. 
Within Principle 5 licensees consider that reference to natural 
justice could be included.  Natural justice is a legal concept 
that is well documented.  

Proposed  Self –Insurance 
Regulatory Model 

 Proposed Model concept was well received and will 
enable positive change for licensees. 

 Structured framework to be established to assist 
“Targeted Review” program for Established Licensee to 
avoid any knee jerk reaction by Comcare. 

 There should be provision for licensees to submit action  
plan to address any change in organisational risk profile 
which could  temporarily  affect the DAKPIs (eg   
diversification, merger &  acquisition,  change in 
workforce composition). 

 A key focus of the model that licensees wish to reinforce 
is that it must be outcome focused and outcomes should 
be measured and not process. 

 Licensees who effectively self-manage their regulatory 
risks and achieve good levels of performance would 
expect to see reduced regulatory fees.   

Prudential General agreement with mandated requirements. There is an 
opportunity to review the:  

 current 95% percentile probability of sufficiency for bank 
guarantees; 

 requirement to replace bank guarantee, if the required 
bank guarantee is within +/- certain dollar figure/% 
variation from previous year; and 

 requirement for reinsurance in certain circumstances. 
Developing / Transition Phase   A Framework for “extensive reviews “should be 

established. 

 The cost associated with additional Comcare resources 
required to assist the new licensee  in  
Development/Transition phase should be recovered from 
transitioning licensees to ensure established licensees are 
not subsidising the new  entrants. 

 Consequence framework for new entrants who are 
unable to reach Established Licensee  status within two 
years to be established to ensure new entrants are 
thoroughly aware of the risks. 

 As part of new entrant assessment, their capability to 
achieve 2 years transition time to be verified and 
preferably an endorsed action plan must be in place 
before granting licence. 
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Established Phase  requires more work re framework within itself including: 
 Clearly articulated continuous improvement. 
 Flexibility to all businesses to “breath” i.e. 

acquisitions, growth, downsizing etc. 
 Model needs not go down the “one size fits all” path. 
 Weightings of performance. 

Other   Support performance measures to be adequately 
weighted to reflect risk, and that the risk matrix is flexible 
enough to accommodate industry based models.  

 If Comcare intend to undertake a “review” based on a set 
of facts, trend, data or for whatever reason, as part of the 
framework of the model they should be obliged to advise 
the licensee of the reasons and provide an opportunity of 
a response before locking in a review. We ask Comcare to 
apply natural justice principles to the proposal. 

 We must make sure we don’t get lost in process issues 
similar to those that currently plague audits. Barry 
Sherriff emphasised several times the model is designed 
around a “risk based approach” not processes. 

 A preference for the framework to explicitly state that 
the review/assessment is either conducted by the 
licensee (just like a LIP) or in collaboration with Comcare 
before it is presented to the SRCC. 

 Don’t necessarily need three different levels of 
importance/weighting for compliance /performance 
outcomes. Perhaps a third / lower level of importance 
implies that the activity is not actually required and 
therefore should not be measured. This could just as 
easily be an issue for the detail but its in the framework 
at the moment which is why it is addressed here. 

 LIP reporting cycle should align with financial or calendar 
year.  

 Reference is made to performance having regard to a 
range of information including complaints.  Use of 
complaints may be problematic.  Complaints are 
sometimes used to strategically influence outcomes 
where claims management has been appropriately 
managed in accordance with legislative provisions.  

 DAKPIs will need to be reviewed to reflect the change in 
regulatory approach.   

 Detail contained in the presentation on page 22 relating 
to Regulatory and Performance Measure and Review will 
need to be considered as part of the detail development.   
Licensees agree with the first dot point however, the 
detail under the second point needs to be further 
considered.  Licensees question whether level 3 criteria 
are necessary.   

 


